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BERS’ DUALITY OF 

AUTOMORPHIC FORMS OF EXTENDED KLEINIAN GROUP 

By Sang Moon Kim 

Introduction. 

Bers proved that the Petorson scalar product establishes a topological isomorphism 

between Automorphic forms A~(D， G) and the linear functional on A~’ CD， G) of a 

Kleinian group G. 1n this paper we prove that the isom Jrphism exists also between 

the automorphic forms of an extended Kleinian gr.~up. 

az+b az+b 
Let E be a group of transformations τ;τd or c흥주d with ad -bc= 1. If G is 

the set of all Möbius transformations contained in E then G forms a normal 

subgroup of E with index two, and E acts on the extended complex plane C. 

If the region of discontinuity D of E is not empty, then we call E an extended 

(Klez"niαη) group. 

Let f be a complex valued function defined on an open set in the complex plane 

and if the conjugate function 1 is analytic then we call f an anti-analytic func!z'oη. 

The orbit space D/E forms a surface with boundary. 

Let f be ana1ytic or anti-ana1ytic mapping of D into the gxtended comp1ex 

plane. Let r and s be integers. Then for every function h on f(D) , we define 

U\h) (z) = h( f(z)) f' (z)r 

for analytic f , and 
r 

(f *rh) (z) =h(f(z) )f' (z)r 

òf here f' denotes ~J~ ， for anti-analytic f. 
òz 

If the region of disc::mtinuity of E does not contain at least three points of 

CU{∞}， then we call E a (non-elementary) extended group. 

Let E be non-elementary and D be an invariant union of components of the 

region of discontinuity of E. 

Let D be the Poincare metric (the unique complete conformal Riemannian 

~ 
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metric defined on each component of D with constant curvature -4). 

Let f be analytic or anti-analytic mapping of D into the extended complex 

'plane. Then for every function h on f(D) , we define f￥껴 on D by 

(f*샤)(z) =h(f(z))f' (z)γ 

for analytic f , and 

(f\h)(z)=h( f(z))f'(z)r 

òf for anti-analytic f and f' denotes . az 
Let q는2 be a fixed integers. A measurable automorphic form of weight (--2q) 

is a measurable function f that satisfies A*qf=f, for all AεE. 

For each p with 1드P드∞， the measurable automorphic forms with 

11 찌1 q， ∞= §밟 λ(z) -q !f(z) ! <∞， fo야r φ=∞ 

(0야'T 1η1 ，바f채f꺼i 
D/E 

form a Banach space LqOO (D, E) (야 L~(D， E)) of bounded forms (，야 p-integr얘</e 

forms). 

A holomorphic form is a holomorphic measurable automorphic form which satisfies 

lim f(z) =0 (lz!-2q) if ∞εD， 

For p는1 ， the holomorphic forms in 캡(D， E) form a closed subspace denoted by 

A~(D， E). 

Let D be an open set in the extended complex plane with at least three boundary 

points and f be a conformal or anticonformal mapping of D into the extended 

‘complex plane. Let U be the unit disc, define 

Ku (z, t)=웅(장1)πq-1 kU(z, 염， 

ku(z, t)=π-l(1 -Û) -2. 

Let h: U• D be a one to one conformal mapping then define, 

KD(h(z) , h(t) )h'(z) h' (t)=kU(z, t) , 

KD(z, t)=웅(강-1) πq-1tKD(z， t)q. 

;Por a measurable function f on D define 

(βqf)(z)= llDA(t)2-2qKD(z, t)f(t) dtAdf, zεD 
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whenever the integral is absolutely convergent. 
‘ 

LEMMA 1. The φerator βq 성 a bou뼈ed real linear projectz"on 01 캡(D， E) onto 

A~(D， E). 

PROOF. We know this is true for Kleir뼈1 group G, and hence 때 maps 티(D， E) 

into A~(D. G). lf 1 is anticonformal then K!(D)(f(Z) , l (t)) f' (Z)씬t)q= 

:뀐강) . By the above identity we know that gq maps 캡(D， E) onto A~(D， E). 

lf I'ε캡(D. G) and gε태(D， G) with움+츄=1， 
we define 

(￡ g)q,G=JJ X(Z)2-싼(z)값상dz^dz， 
D/G 

then we have 

(1) (ßql, g)q,G= (f, β'~) q, G. 

If I'ε캡(D.E) and gεL3’ CD. E j, we define 

(f, g)q, X=Jj).(Z)2-짝(z)강정dz^dz 
x 

where X is a fixed fundamental domain of E. We have 

(2) (￡ g)q， x=-(E궁) q, U(X) 

where U is an anti-analytic element in E. (1) is well known, see [5] , and (2) is 

.a simple calculation. 

For 1 holomorphic on D. define the Poincaré seη:es of Iby 

((}qf) (z)파될(A￥q f) (z) ， zED 

whenever the right side converges abs lutely and uniformly on compact subsets 
{)f D. 

THEOREM 1. For an open set D (w z"th at least three boundaγ:y points) the mapp쩌g 

힘s a cont쩌zt 

Fzμurt뼈herηrmηmore’ lor eveη g tη A~(D， E) there is an 1 iχ A~(D) such that 

(3) g=6qf 
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PROOF. For 1 in A!(D), the convergence and holomorphicity of 0/1) can be 

proven exactly as the Kleinian group case, hence we do not prove it here. Let 

G be the maximal Kleinian subgroup contained in E. Let U and B be two anti

analytic elements in E. We calculate 

(Oql) (B(z))B이(z)q 

= ε I(AB(z) )A' (B(z)/B' (z)q + ~J(AB(z))A'(B(z))qB'(z/ 
AEG' . . . AEGU 

= ε I(A(z) )A'딩)q十오I(A(z))A’ (z/ 
AεGU AEG 

= (Oql)(z). 

By another simple calculation as the above, we know that Oql also satisfies the 

necessary identity for analytic transformations in E, hence we know that the 

Pi때ré series of 1 is an element of 쩍(D， E). To show (3) , let T be the char

acteristic function of a fundamental domain of E. By a simple calculation we 
have 

βql=Oq여'/TI)) for any 1 in 캡(D， E). 

Since TI is contained in 캡(D) and 까(Tf)εA~(D) ， we have established (3). 

Let D be an invariant union of the components of the region of discontinuity 

of a (non-elementary) extended group E. Then we have the following theorem. 

1 , 1 THEOREM 2. For 1략<∞ ωth P + p' = 1 the Peterson scalar prodμct 

(f, g)q.G= JJ λ(zi-강f(z)꿇dz^dz， 
XUU(X) 

where /<εA~(D， E) , gεA~' (D, E) and U is an anti-m찌Itic element 01 E , establishes 

a real linear topological isomoφhis11Z- between 앵 (D, E) and the 챙ace ψmagf%aη 

valued bounded linear 1，μnctz"onals on 쩍(D， E) , 

PROOF. Let gε앵’(D， E)， then 

(f) = (f, g\.G’ for all gε쩍(D， E) 

is an imaginary val뼈 real linear functional on A~(D， E) with norm /11드 

|1 g llq, f , G· Note that AZ(D,E) is real1inear space but not a cornp1ex 1inear space-

Conversely, let 1 be a bounded real linear functional on A:(D, E) with range m 

、

’ 
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the imaginary numbers. Let T be a characteristic function of a fundamental 

domain of E. Let 
• 

TRA:(D. E)= {rea1 part of TI: I'εA:(D， E)} 

T 1 A: (D, E) = {imaginary part of TI: 1，ε왜(D， E)} 

Then the above two spaces are subspaces of TRA~(D. G). 

fine the norm 

(4) 1 Real(T 1) 11 = ( f r~À(z)2-qþ 1 I(X) 1 시 dz^dz 1 )1/Þ x 

For l'εA:(Ð， G) de-

then TRA:(D. G) forms a normed rea1 linear space with norm (4). A ho이10야omor빼. 

function is determined by its real pa없rt.’ hence (4잉) is we마11 defined. If p르 1 then 

norm convergence implies uniform convergence of ho1omorphic functions on com

pact subsets, hence TRA:(D. E) and TI앵(D. E) are real Banach spaces with the 

above norm. Define a linear functiona1 /1 on TR양(D. E) by 1 as fo11ows: 

11(TI1)=I(f). f<ε잭(D.E) and 지=Rea1(f). 
Then we know that norm l=norm /1• We extend /1 by the Hahn-Banach theorem 

on TRA:(D.G). and denote the extension a1so by /1• We define L on 

TA:(D. G) = {TI: I'ε쩍(D. G)} 

by 

L(Tf) =늬l김1 (T11니) +꺼zt젠. 
、where 1=/1十 il2 and 1지1 = Rea떠1(f). Then 

norm L=2 norm 11=2 norm 1. 

We observe that T A:(D. G) is a complex linear space with norm (4) and L is 

a complex linear functional. Now T쩍(D. G) is a subspace of T양(D. E). We 

extend L on this space and we denote the extended linear functiona1 by the same 

L. Then by Riesz’s Representation Theorem. there is a gεT L!' (D. E) such that 

·F 
L (f) = (f, g) q. x for a11 1，εT쩍(D， E). 

We identify TLa(D, E) and TA$(D, E) with LZ(D, E) and AZ(D, E) respective1y. 

Suppose IE쩍(D， E) then 

L(f)=L(지+i/2) =11 (/1) +il1 (/2) 

and 

、
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Cf, g)q, XuU(X) = Cf, g)q,X- (f，동q， x 

=/1(f1) +μ1 (f2) - {l1 (f1 +i/1 (f2)} 

=2/1 (fl) =21(f). 

We get the above equality since 11 has its range in the imaginary numbers. 

Hence we ha ve 

(f)=(f，웅링q， XUU(X) 

= (f， ßqC융g))q， XUU(X)’ r 

where βq is defined in Lemma 1, since βqC융잉εA$’ CD， E) ， it follows that if 1 is 

a bounded linear functional on A~CD， E) with range in the imaginary numbers q 

then it corresponds to an element in A~’CD， E). 

Suppose gEA~’ CD， E) and 

(f)=(f, g)q,XUU(X)=O, for all fE쩍CD， E). 

Then 
(βqf， g)q,XUU(X) = (f, g\,XUU(X)=O 

for all f'ε얘CD， E). Since 

(f，회q， X= - (f, g)q,U(X) 

that is(f, g)q,X is real for all fE캡CD， E) , but we know TCif)εT캡CD， E) , hence 

Cf, g)q, x=O for all f and hence g=O. 
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